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One aspect that is al\vays discussed in language descriptions, no matter
how short they may be, is word order.] Beginning \slit11 Greenberg 1963, it
has been common to talk about \s.ord order using expressions sucli as "X is
an SOV language", \\>here "S" represents "subject", "0" represents
"object", and "V" represents "verb". Statements sucli as this are hased 011
an assumption of comparability, an assumption tliat all languages manifest
the categories represented by "S", "0":and "V" (among others), and tliat
word order in all languages can be described (and compared) using these
categories. Hawlcins (1983:ll) makes tlie assu~llption of comparability
explicit: 'We are going to assume that tlie categories of subject, object,
verb, adjective. genitive, noun; adposition, erc. whose basic orclering we are
going to study, are comparable across languages'. Hawkins assumes
(following Greenberg) that 'semantic criteria will suffice to malce the crosslinguistic equation' (ibid.). That is, the assumption is either tliat tliere are
cross-linguistic grammatical categories instantiated in all languages that
can be identified using semantic uiteria (basically translation equivalents),
and tliat tliere are universal principles based on these cross-linguistic
grammatical categories underlying tlie organization of tlie clause in all
languages, or that grammatical categories can be ignored in describing
\vord order, as semantic categories wrill suffice (here assuming tliat "S" and
"0" represent sc.m;~ntic categories eq~rivalent to "S + A" and "P"
I-espectiveiy), ancl again, that tlie same ~>rinciples:hased on these semantic
categories, underlie \vord order in all languages.- These assumptions liave
affected much of the \vorlc done on \\.orrl ortler typology-, syntax. and
grammatical dcscriptiun in tlie last f~)riy>,ears. e\.en though a number of
scholars lia\re talkcd about problems \\it11 tlie comparability assumption
(e.g. Sc1iachtc1- 1 <)77;Dixon 1980; I3lansitt 1984, Nichols 1984. 1986;
1:oley and \'an Valin 1984; Van Valin IOSS. 1086; 1-cliniann 1986; Dryer

1986, 198Ka. 1992: 1997; LaPolla 1993, 2002, 2003). E\.en thc disco\-ery
of the famous "II~II-configuratio~~al':
languages (e.g. Walbiri [Hale 198 1,
19831 and Dyirbal [Dison 19721) and ergative syntax (Dison 1972, 1979,
1994) did not shake the foundations of these assumptions.
I11 this paper \ve ~vould like to argue that there are no universal
categories of grammatical relations instantiated in all languages. and the
principles that determine word order arc not the same for all languages. and
so we sl~ould not assume comparabilit;- across languages based on
semantics. We should also not ignore the grammatical categories that have
gl-ammaticalized in a language and the possible role they play in
deteinining word order (as gram~llaticalizedcategories) in that language.
Each language is a unique set of language-specific conventions, and so
each langi~agesl~ouldbe described in its own teims (LaPolla 2003). That is,
wllen describing a language, we sllould not assume that there are uni\.ersal
categories of grammatical relations, and that word order in all languages
can be explained using them, for e s a ~ n p l emaking statements such as "X is
an SOV language": \\.c should describe for each language thy principles
that detel-mine the word order patterns f o ~ m din that language. Following
\ve \-vill take English. Chinese. and Tagalog as examples of. languages
where the organization of the clai~sefolio\\-s different principles..

Relationship of Subject and Finite to clause type:
English. the appeara11ce:non-appearance and the order of Subject and
Finite mark the mood of the clausc. If t h e is no finite in the clausc. then
the mood is imperati\.e:
111

Ttthlc, I . No finite = im~erative

( N o ) Subiect
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If the Subject and Finite are both present in the clause or are easily
recovered from the co-text: then the clause is in the indimti\-e mood, and
the order of Subject and Finite determines the graininatical form of the
clause as (indicative-)declai-ati\/eor (indicative-)interrogative:
Tol~lc~
2 . Subject before Finite = declarati~e

Subject
(6)
(7)
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2. The grammatical organization of the clause in English

To explain the principles that determine ~vordorder in English. \\~e ill
need to talk about Finite and ~ul?ject.' The Finite element expresses the
tense and often modality. The Subject specifies the entit); about which the
proposition is making an arguable statement. There is a grammaticalized
subject-prcdicatc rclation which is distinct from. and much tighter than. a
topic-comment relation. Non-Subject argumcnts can precede the Subject
(appearing as he me^), but no arguments can appear bet~veenthe Subject
and the predicate; unless it appears as Theme. the dircct object nu st follow
the verb, and is defined partly by its postverbal position. Subject and Finite
both appear obligatorily in preverbal position. and can be identified by
adding a tag question to the end of the clause (where tlic finite has reversed
polarity):

Trrblc~3 . Finite bcfore S~~bject
= qesino interrogatile

Sub.ject
(6')
(7')
( 8' )
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In a WH-interrogative, the \VH-u.ord appears as Theme obligatorily.
mark~ngnot only that the clnust. is interrogative, but also what type of
information is being asked for. If the Wtl- element is the Sub-iect, then the
order of Subject and Finite is Subject hefore Finite, in order to keep the
\ \ ' I l - clement as the Theme. but othe~-\\.isethe order is Finite before
Sul?icct:
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Tuhlr 5. WH-interro2nti1.e with WH-elenlent as other than Subjec~
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Word order in English then is used on tlme one hand to mark certain
grammatical relations, and also to mark the mood of the clause.' Although
tlmere are certain elements that are obligatorily tllematic, English is not a
"fixed" word order language: the \\.ord order is used for tlie grammatical
purposes just mentioned, and so a difference in \ ~ o r dorder means a
difference in tlie intel-pretation of grammatical relations or mood. The term
"sub.ject" is a ~ l s e f i ~one
l for English because English has grammaticalired
the same sort of pivot in a large number of constructions in the language;
one of these constn~ctionsis the clause itself. For this language? then, it
may seem to inalie sense to talk of SVO ivord order. as there is a
grammatical relation of Subject, and it is mainly defined by pre\.erbal
110sition in the clause, and there is also a grammatical relation of direct
object, and this is mainly defined by post\-erbal position in the clause
(conversely we could say tliat the grammatical relations detemmine the ivord
order): but the concepts of "suL?jectm and "direct object" have no crosslinguistic validity. E\ren if we were to i ~ s ethese ternms to define some
graininatical category in all languages, tlie definitions ~ r o u l d all be
language-specific, and so sinil71j. using the tern1 "subject" \vould not tell
you what the author meant b\ the L I S C of tlie terni, what tlme nature of the
category is, or to what extent those categories dctel-mine the word order.
For example, \ire might say that Dyirbal (Dixon 1972) has a Subject. as
there are a number of constn~ctionsthat share the same sort of piirot, but
tliat pi\ot is an [S,P] piirot, not an [S,.A] pii70t as in Englisl~.and the pi\.ot is

not tlctined by and does not determine word order. Using semantic
equi\,alcnce to talk about Dyirbal 11-ord order \\.auld cause 11s to miss tlme
pivots of tliat language and to be misled into thinking not only that there
arc [A,S] piizots in tlme language, but also that these imagined pivots
determine tlie ivord order. ( A n inherentljr definitional relationship between
word order and grammatical relations is e\.olied once we start using the
categories "S" and "0" in talking about \\.o~-dorder.) Even if a language
has a set of [A,S] pivots. the set may not bt' the same as in other languages
ii.ith [:l.S] pi\.ots. For example, Italian has an [A,S] pivot for sonle of the
sanie constructions as English, but not for cross-clause co-reference in
coordinate clauses (e.g. ~lo1111
hit Bill irrl~lcr.ietl). Therefore even for English
10
the "SVO" type of clmai-acteriration should be avoided. What \ve should do
\\-hen describing a language is list tlie particular pivots found (if any) in the
language (they may not all he of one type - Dixon (2000) shows that
Jaraivara, an Amazonian language, has t\vo pivot possibilities, neither
deriired from the other? and Van Valin (1981) slmo\vs that Jacaltec, a Central
American language. has a mixed set of pivots), and what constn~ctions
manifest them. for example in English to say tlmere is an [A,S] pivot for the
basic clause structure, for cross-clause co-reference in coordination, and for
"raising", but not for re1atii.e clauses. Independent of tlie statement of
pi\.ots, \ve need to talk about the principles that determine word order in the
clause. In the case of English, the order of phrases (not ~vords)in the clause
is to a large extent determined by this pivot? \vith the pi\.ot preceding tlme
verb, \vliile non-pivot arguments follow the verb.

2. The grammatical organization of the clause in Chinese
Herbert ,A. Giles, in the preface to his dictionary of Chinese ( I 892:x), w e d
ex]"-essions si~clmas 'that clusi\.e mysterious quiddity' \vlmcn rcfcrring to thc
organizational principles of Chinese discoursc. He said "... Chinese is
In fact the organization of Chinese
essentially .rupr-ci gt.uti~ti~uric,o~~~'*.
discourse is not so 'elusive' or 'mysterious', it is simply different from the
Indo-European languages in that Chinese has not grammaticalired the same
tyl'esof imechanisnms (such as use of word order, case marl<ing, verb
agi-cement, tense marking. cross-clause co-reference piirots) for obligatorily
constraining the identification of referents, the particular senmantic relation
o f a referent to the action i t 1.; in\-olved in. the identification of the tenlporal
location of the eirent mentioned re1atii.e to tlle speech act time, and certain

other fi~nctional domains. T1i;lt is, the hearer must rely on rcl;~ti\c'ly
unconstrained inference in determining the speaker's comm~~nicative
intention. This is what Willielm von Ilumboldt meant by saying that
Chinese 'consigns a11 gr~trrii~i~rr/icnl,fi~~~ii~
of the language to the \ ~ . o ~ c?f'rhe
.k
11li1id'( I 863[1988]: 230; italics i n original).
A number of Chinese scholars have understood the difference in the
organizational structure of the Chinese clause. Y. R. Chao (1968:69-70)
saw clearly that the principles invol\,ed in the structure of the clause in
Chinese were not the same as in English. Altl~ougli he used the terms
"subject" and "predicate", they \\/ere defined in Chinese-specific terms as
silnply topic and comment, with no necessary association of subject nith
actor or any other semantic role. Because of this, he argued that "A
corollary to the topic-comment nature of predication is tliat tlie direction of
action in an action verb in tlie predicate need not go outward from subject
to ob.ject. Even in an N-V-N' sequence. such as [gbu y5o rin (dog bite
man)], it is not al~vayscertain that the action goes out\i.ard from N to N'.''
(p. 70). Chao gave the follo\ving examples of the looseness of topiccolnlneilt logical structure relative to subject-predicate (1968:71; recast in
pinjsin and with my glosses):"
(14)tZ

shi

pe

rihitn

nj3irrCn.

CL Japan
woman
'His servant is a Japanese wonian.'

3sg

(15) t2

COPULA

shi

r-i-pe

-

lr1Pi~~16 zl12ngf~i.

COPULA one-CL America husband
'She is (a case of being married to) an American husband.'

3sg

( 16) nie

(tle

xiezi) yg

ph-le

25g (ASSOC >hoe) albo broken-CShl
' Y o u ( r shoes) are albo worn through.'
(17)

15.6

I s

(lie

qi9n b i)

hi

ni

(ASSOC pencil)
COhlPAR 2sg
'1 am (my pencil is) sharper than you(rs).'

C'llao (1055, 1959) argued that \vord order is not detennined by, and
docs not affect the interpretation of actor \,s. non-actor; he sailrthe clause as
analogous to a function in logic: tlie argument is an arglunent of the
ti~nction,and tlie t~vtli\.slue is unaffected by its position in the clause
(1959:251). He said there are no exceptions to topic-comment order in
Chinese. tliougli there are some clauses tliat only have comments (e.g. Xi2
yfi Ir (fa11 rain CSM) 'It's raining').
Like Chao, Lii Shuxiang, another eminent Chinese syntactician, defined
"subject" as "topic", %.hatevercomes first in the sentence, whicli can ha\re
any se~uantic role ( 1979: 72-73). He argued that since "subject" and
"object" can both be filled by any semantic role, and are to a certain extent
interchangeable, then we can say that subject is simply one of the
arguments of tlie verb that happens to be in topic position. One of tlie
examples of what he meant by "intercliangeable" is [chuiinghu yijing hu-le
zhi (window already paste-CSM paper)] 'The window has already been
pasted with paper' vs. [zhi yijing hil-le chuuanghu (paper already pasteCSM window)) 'The paper has already been pasted on the window'. Lii
gave the analogy of a committee where each member has his or her ow11
duties? but each member can also take turns being chairperson of the
co~nmittee.Some members will get to be chairman more than others, and
some may never get to be chairman. but each has the possibility of filling
both roles.
Li and Tho~npson(1978: 687) recognized tliat 'word order in Chinese
se17-es primarily to signal semantic and pragmatic factors rather than
grammatical relations such as subject, direct object, indirect object' (see
also Li and Thompson 1975, 1981: 19), but their idea of Chinese as "topicprominent" (Li and Thompson 1976) was not as radical a depal-hire from
the English-based conception of clause structure as Cliao's.
It is not possible to define "sub-ject" and "object" in terms of \\lord order
in Chinese, or to say that word order is detennined by "subject" and
"object".12 For example. in (18)-(20): the same tvorcl order has multiple
inte~pretations.In (18) and (19) we have \\.hat is often be described as
"S\.'O" \\lord order. but the interpretations possible s h o u ~that such a
cliaracterization is ~nisleading.as the interpretation is not necessarily AVP.

(tit)

ji; 11.

(ASSOC)

polnty

(

1 8 ) Zh2np;lli

.xiir~s-.sf rr i, 12. (adaptct! from P:m 1908)
PN
think-die
Is
CSRl
a. 'Zhanpan lnissed nie so much that he nearly died.'
b. 'I n j ~ s x i Zhangsan
l
so much t h a ~I ns;~rlydiecl.'

( 1 9)

Af2i--),fiu
IGII
Xt!j.i
rr PI?
\ikrlti. (attested example)
NEG-exist
person can
ask
cl~~estion
a. '(There is) No one (who) can a h k question\.'
b. 'There is no one to ash q~~estious
of.'

In (20) Mre ha\,e a very common patteni nliere two noun phrases appear
before tlie verb, but n o constraint on tlie interpretation of the semantic roles
of tlie two referents is imposed on the clause by tlie s!.ntax, as i t would be
in English.
( 2 0 ) Zl~P-gt.

shei
uzho

diiir
bir
thib-CL
pt.1.so11
all
NEC3
a. 'This person cloesn't k n o w anyone.'
b. ' N o one kno\vs this person.'
I.~II

r211sllj.i C h m 1968:325)
knon

The principle of word order in Chinese: 'Topical or non-focal NPs occur
pre\.erbally anti focal or non-topical NPs occur post-verbally.' (LaPolla

1995a: 310)

In ( 2 1) are more examples o f the "intercha~igeable"nature o f man!. clauses
1:
in Chinese discussed b y Lii ( 1 9 7 9 ) . The difference in interpretation in
Chinese n~itlithe different \i~ordorders is not one of actor vs. patient. but in
terms of wliat is tlie topic and wliat is not the topic.
..-

( 2 1 ) a . shui
/la o
h~r3
M atel.(11.)
water(\ .) flo\\ er
'The \vatel- \\ aters the flo\\rers'

:I ' ,

shui
flo\ves \vates(\'.) ater(n.)
'The flo\vsrs nrs natered
b~ he \\ ater
I

jirio

'

b.

IiotSrrzi a!13i
t3ij;irly
old.man sun(\^.) sun(n.)
'The old man basks in the sun'

In Llnylisll, the interaction of Theme-Rlieme structure ancl Subject-Finite
S ~ I - L I C ~explain
L I I - e much about \<.ord order (see for example the sentence
1.1'110 rr1.c. ihq~.:)
in (13)). Another factor in\,ol\,ed in the organization o f the
I4
clause i 4 information structure (as discussed in Lambrecht 1993). This is
the distr~hutionof the topical and focal elements of tlie clause. Essentially,
topical elenle~ltsare elements \vitliin the pragmatic presupposition, what w e
arc talking about, as topics, o r parts of the total message \ve can take for
granted (as they were mentioned before, conimonly kno\vn, o r can be
inferred from context). Tlie focal element is tlie part that w e cannot take for
granted, and so must be supplied by the speaker. The combination of these
two elements is \vhat makes a clause a piecc of new information. This is
independent of the activation status of referents as identifiable or not in the
mind o f tlie addressee. In English, infomiation stnlcture is marked more
often by a change in intonation, as word order is marking grammatical
relations and mood. In Chinese, there is no Subject-Finite stnlcture, and
there are fen^ elements that are obligatorily thematic; the word order is
I-.
d e t e ~ m i n e dby tlie folloning principle o f information structure:

b ' . t3ij n'ng shji

I;jn/ciurr
sun(n.) sun(\..) old man
'The sun shines on the olcl
man'

The s t r ~ ~ c t u or ef the Chinese clause is then cluite different from that of thc
English clause. In English the granimaticalization o f tlie constraints o n
referent identification \ve lump togcrlier under tlie names "subject" and
'direct object' have led to there being tight logical relations betiireen those
particular referents and the predicate. Otliel- referents which are mentioned
can only be added through tlie modulation of mirior processes
(prepositionx), and so are clearly marked as periplieral. Tlie conception of
tlie clause for speakers of Englisli and si~nilarlystructured languages is
based on these relations. and has implications outside o f language (e.g. the
I 1.
de\.elopment of Aristotelian logic). In Chinese the conception of the
c l a ~ ~ sise based simply on a fi~nction-argumenttype o f loose relationsliip.
nit11 the topic-comment relation being the main determinant of word order,
\\.ithout regard to obligatory explicit marking of tlie se~ilantic o r
grammatical relations of the referents in\.ol\:ed. The difference between the
t\i.o conceptions o f the clause is pal-titularly clear when n-e look at
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(23) a.

U'i,

duzi

2

le.

I sg

belly

hungry

CSM

' I ' m hungry.'
c.

N i i xie

piiiggiio pi

y(j1iig

b.

W'6oirrcg....g..
I sg head I1u1.t
'I have a heaclache.'

xii70-hrio-1tl

that few apple
Ain already peel-COMPLETE-CSb1
'Those apples (llyoullir) already peeled.
In this type of double topic construction, the iiiaiii topic ( ' 1 sg' in [23ab]) is semantically the possessor of tlie secondary topic ('belly'i'head'), but
it is not gran~matically marked as such, as the secondary topic is
pragmatically incorporated into the comment about the inain topic. Within
this comment there is also a topic-comment structure, witli a comment
about the secondaly topic, i.e. the stnicture is [Topic [Topic
17. I8
Co~~entlc,mme,tl.
In the split referent construction" there is tlie same sot? of semantic
relationship between tlie referents of two NPs. and the possessed element or
part is incorporated into the comment about the topic, but rather than
appearing as a secondary topic, the possessed element or pal? appears in a
non-topic position:
(24) N2i xi? p I
i
xiiio-h5o-le
pi.
that few apple
already peel-COMPLETE-CSM skin
'Those apples (Ilyoulhe) already peeled.
In fact the structure of (24) is the same as tliat of (22b.4). With an
inforination structure analysis \ve can see the principles underlying tlie
three constructions and easily explain their structures and occurrence in
discourse. This ~ . o u l dnot be possible witli an explanation of \vord order
based on grammatical relations.
Notice tliat we are not saying tliat if we did a count of clauses in
Cliinese texts we would not find that in a large number of clauses, possibly
even the majority of clauses, an actor appears before the verb and;or a
patient appears after tlie verb. What we are saying is that to characterize the
pattern found as "SVO" (or Chinese as an "SVO" language) ~vouldbe
incorrect, as it is not tlie case that what is determining the ivord order
pattern is one referent being "S" and one referent being "0" (\\:it11 tlieir

g r ~ ~ ~ n m a t i cstatuses
al
determined by tlieir position or tlieir position
dctcrmined by tlieir grammatical statuses). In fact given tlie pragmatic
principle for dete~miningword order in Chinese, we would expect to find
actors more freq~ieiitlybefore the \.erb and patients more frequently after
the verb, as cross-linguistically actors are nzore often topical, while patients
are more often focal. It is the pragmatic nature of the actor as topic tliat
results in the NP referring to the actor often appearing in clause-initial
position, and the pragmatic nature of the patient as focal that results in the
NP referring to the patient often appearing in post-verbal position. That is,
the fact that they were actors and patients may have led to them being more
topical or more focal, but the fact of being actors or patients in and of itself
is not what made them appear in preverbal or post\~erbalposition. When we
describe Chinese then, \ve should say tliat Cliinese clauses are often
(though not obligatorily) \,erb medial, as NPs representing topical and nonfocal referents appear before the verb and focal and NPs representing nontopical referents appear after the verb, with the position of any NPs
appearing in the clause (none are obligatory) before or after the verb being
based on their nature as topical or as part of tlie focus respectively.

3. The grammatical organization of the clause in Tagalog
Tagalog (Austronesian; the Philippines) has gran~maticalized a type of
pivot in many constructions, but word order in the clause is not deterniined
by (and does not determine) grammatical relations. The ability to appear as
pivot is also not restricted to one or two types of argument, as it is in many
languages: even semantically peripheral arguments can appear as pivots.
The argument tliat is the topic (Lvhat tlie clause is a statement about)
appears as the pivot. In the examples in (25) tlie pivot argument is in bold:
(25)

a.

(actor pivot)
Krrirrir

17.

I

eating-XP GEN rice
'hlaria ate rice at the table.'

si
Maria
SPEC Maria

st

meso.

LOC table

282

Rrrrirll*LoPollrr rrrirl Dor:~,
I'orr
b.

011tlescr.ihirig 113or.rlol-(lei.

(undergoer pivot)
Kirirr iri

rli

M

i

eating-UP

GEN Maria

ang

karlin

SPEC rice

sa

III(~.Y(I

LOC

table

'The rice was eaten h y Maria at the table.'
c.

(locative pivot)

Kirrrririrrrl

rii

Mtrr-irr

eating-LP

GEN Maria

mesa.

r~g

krrrriri

arlg

GEN

rice

SPEC table

'The table was used as an eating place by Maria.'
d.

(instrumental pivot)

Pir~rr1gktlirl

rig

eating-IP

GEN rice

Xrrriiri

ili

Mrrirr

arlg

GEN

Maria

S P E C hand(s)

kanzay.

'Hands were used for eating by maria.'

Unmarked word order is generally predicate initial. The predicate can be
10
any f o i ~ nclass. The order of the arguments that appear in the clause, both
sen~anticallyrequired arguments and peripheral arguments, is determined
by the form the argument takes (pronoun or noun) and whether the
argument is within the focus or not. This is expressed in the word order by
being before or after the pivot arguinent respectively. The "heaviness"
(length and complexity) of an argument can also affect its position, with
heavy 11g-marked arguments occuring after a "light" a ~ ~ g - m a r k eargument.
d
The exainples just given appear with a particular order, but many other
orders would be possible. For example, (25a) could also have the following
orders (among others), with no difference in the interpretation of
grainmatical relations:
(26)

article before the p i ~ ~ oargument
t
both point to a particular arguinent as
be111gthc pivot. The affixes on the root inform us of the semantic role of
the pivot. In these exainples the infix -11117- occurs in the actor pivot clause
and -ill- occurs in the (realis perfective) undergoer pivot clause. The latter
infix also occurs in the (realis perfective) locative and instn~mentalpivot
clauses, together with the - l l ~ ) a nsuffix in the locative clause and the
instrumental adjective-forming pcing- prefix in the instrumental clause. At
the same time, the pivot argument is marked with the article si, where it is a
singular proper name, or nr7y, where it is a coininon noun. The non-pivot
core arguments take the article 11; if they are singular proper names or n g
[nag] if they are common nouns. The non-pivot sen~anticallylocative and
oblique arguments take prepositions that mark their semantic roles. There is
no marking of semantic role for actor and undergoer, only marking of their
status as topical (the pivot) or not. In these constructions there is
foregrounding of a particular argument as topic, but there is no
backgrounding of any other argument in the sense of changing an
argument's status as a core argument or its ability to appear overtly in the
clause. The passive English translations given for these clauses then are
somewhat misleading, as the non-pivot actor is still very important to the
clause. If we look at, for example, (25c), this might become clear. This
?I
sentence might be used in a situation such as the following:
(27)

Q : Brrkit
why

rizrr-rllrnli

arlg

rnesa?

STAT-dirtiness

SPEC table

'Why is the table dirty'?'
A: Krlsi,

kirirlirlarl

rli

Mar-ia

rig

kariill

because

eating-LP

GEN

Maria

GEN rice

table

a.

Sci 111est1 kr~rriair~
rig k(rrrirr .si 1Wtrrirr.

(arlg
SPEC

b.

Krrrri(rir~.YO rire.srr 17gk(rriir7 si Maria.

'Because the table was used as an eating place by Maria.

c.

Krrrr~(iir~
. ~ M(rrio
i
I

d.

Krrrr~riiri.sr1 rire.~o.si Mario IT,?
kcrriirz.

I kariirz
~
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rnesa).

so 111e.~0.

In the exainples in (25) we have actor pivot, undergoer pivot, locative
pivot, and instixmental pivot clauses. respectively. all based around the
root kuin 'eating'. The affixes that the root acting as predicate takes and the

To achieve the same sense of importance in the clause, in English we
would be more likely to say Bectlllse hfARI.4 ate there, with focal stress on
Maria, rather than use a passive construction. In the Tagalog as well, I I
,tlrl~.iriis within the focus of the assertion, not a backgrounded or incidental
constituent.-7 ,

~

